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Here, aer a long me, we present you the second issue of Bird Census News in digital format. Due
to a combinaon of lack of me and lack of copy we have now a substanal delay in the publishing
of the journal, however, we have great hopes to catch up on that very soon. From now on we work
with an eding team. Henning Heldbjerg from DOF-BirdLife Denmark and EBCC Board Member, and
Mark Eaton from RSPB and observer from this NGO in the Board will assist me with the editorial
tasks and Olga Voltzit (Zoological Museum of the Moscow Lomonosov State University) takes care
of the lay-out. We are convinced that this joint eﬀort will increase the eﬃciency of publishing and
the chances to produce issues on a more regular base in the future! Thanks a lot all three for your
unselﬁsh involvement with Bird Census News!
In this issue, due to the delay, you will ﬁnd some contribuons that have been wrien some me ago,
but this does not mean they are less interesng! Petr Voříšek and Jana Škorpilová threat the detectability in generic breeding bird monitoring schemes in Europe and report on the Pan-European Common
Bird Monitoring Scheme workshop in 2012. Jaanus Elts gives the results of 25 years of winter counts in
Estonia and Mikhail Kalyakin and co-authors present the ﬁrst comprehensive Moscow bird atlas, which
is an important milestone in atlassing work in Russia and no doubt an impressive example of successful
development of a volunteer birdwatchers network.
The Books and Journals secon oﬀers short reviews of publicaons on monitoring populaon changes
in Sweden, birds in winter in Spain, arcc breeding waders and breeding birds in the Russian city of
Voronezh.
Since the formal start of the Atlas of breeding birds in Europe project at the very successful and well
organised EBCC conference in Cluj (Romania) in September 2013, important progress has been made
in various ﬁelds. In view of this and of catching up on the publishing delay, we have the intenon to
dedicate volume 26 (as a double volume 1-2) to this important and challenging project. We will soon
start to contact people for contribuons! Be prepared!
Enjoy this issue!
Anny Anselin
Editor Bird Census News
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Detectability in generic breeding bird monitoring schemes.
An overview of the situaon in Europe.
Petr Voříšek & Jana Škorpilová

Pan-European Common Bird Monitoring Scheme (PECBMS), Czech Society for Ornithology, Na Bělidle
34, CZ-150 00 Prague 5, Czech Republic.
EuroMonitoring@birdlife.cz

Abstract. We explored whether and how detectability is addressed in European
common bird monitoring schemes. We aimed to idenfy gaps and ﬁnd good
pracce, which can be shared across the schemes and improve relevance of data
collated by the schemes. The results show that informaon obtained in many
monitoring schemes would allow detectability to be potenally addressed in most
cases. However, roune producon of populaon trends adjusted for detectability
is sll in its early stages. It appears that speciﬁc soware, extending the capabilies
of present tools to make use of addional informaon and account for detectability
may greatly facilitate in the delivery of more robust populaon indices.

Introducon

schemes and improve relevance of data collated
by the schemes.

It has been widely recognised that addressing
detecon probability (detectability) in monitoring schemes is desirable in order to get reliable
esmates of species abundance or populaon
densies. Detectability can be important also in
cases when only relave index of abundance is
the main aim of a scheme. Although many scienﬁc papers have been published and the detectability and methods how to cope with it are
addressed in textbooks and guidelines (e.g. Bibby
et al. 2000, Voříšek et al. 2008), we know less
how much and speciﬁcally how is detectability
addressed in large-scale generic breeding bird
monitoring schemes in Europe.
To compare to rather theorecal suggesons in
textbooks, praccal experience from monitoring
schemes can help to implement the best approach
for each scheme. Therefore, we decided to collate informaon whether and how the detectability has been addressed in exisng common bird
monitoring schemes, which have contributed
to the Pan-European Common Bird Monitoring
Scheme (hp://www.ebcc.info/pecbm.html). By
exploring a situaon in European common bird
monitoring schemes we aim to get informaon
which would help us to idenfy gaps and ﬁnd
good pracce, which can be shared across the

Methods
General
Coordinators of all monitoring schemes contributing to the PECBMS have been asked to ﬁll the simple on-line quesonnaire in. For schemes delivering data see hp://www.ebcc.info/trends2012.
html. We did not ask the schemes which are in
their early stages and do not deliver yet the annual populaon indices to the PECBMS. We asked
the coordinators of monitoring schemes for informaon whether detectability is considered
in a design of their schemes, in case it is, which
method is used. We also asked those schemes,
where detectability has been addressed, about
the use in data analysis, especially in producon
of populaon indices. See Box for complete quesonnaire.
Results of the quesonnaire (by the end of June
2012)
We have received data from 25 countries on 25
schemes (one country reported on two schemes
and one scheme in another country was reported
twice). Among the schemes and countries, coop39
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Box : Informaon asked in the Quesonnaire
1. Name (please give a full name of a person who ﬁlled the quesonnaire in)
2. Country
3. Scheme name (please give a full name and acronym of a scheme)
4. Is detectability addressed in a design of your scheme? – Yes/No/Do not know
5. What is a method for addressing detectability in data collaon – Distance sampling/Other (please specify)
6. Do you assess the detectability in data analysis – Yes/No/Do not know
7. How do you assess the detectability in data analysis - please specify (e.g. populaon index is adjusted for
detectability, or detectability adjusted counts are used for esmates of populaon densies only, etc.)
8. Is a populaon index you produce on roune basis based on assessed detectability? – Yes/No/Do not know
9. In case you published a paper using data adjusted for detectability, please give a full reference(s); in case you
published more papers, please list three most important ones.
10. Comments – please add any comment.

erang within PECBMS, informaon from eight
schemes and ﬁve countries was not received.
Nevertheless, we believe the informaon from received quesonnaires is ‘representave’ as these
missing countries and schemes can hardly change
the overall picture how detectability is addressed
in common bird monitoring schemes in Europe.
Addressing detectability in schemes
Fieen schemes are designed in a way that allows
potenally to address detectability. Representave of one scheme did not know, but as there is
repeated sampling in at least at a proporon of
plots every year in that scheme, we can conclude
the detectability could be assessed here as well.
This is assuming that repeated sampling can potenally bring informaon which can be used for
addressing detectability. Nine schemes reported
that they did not obtain informaon related to
detectability in their design, but a more detailed
analyses of the available informaon on these
schemes reveals two of them could be reasonably
expected that the design addresses the detectability. In remaining seven schemes, there is probably some potenal to cope with the detectability because of repeated visits per year and site in
most cases but this would need further detailed
invesgaons.

DS

DS & O

O

T

line transect

5

0

1

6

point counts

5

1

0

6

territory mapping

0

0

2

2

line transect & point
counts

1

0

0

1

Total

11

1

3

15

Table 1. Method of addressing detectability in scheme's design
and ﬁeld method used. DS = Distance sampling,
DS & O = Distance sampling and others; O = Others;
T = Total

the Table 1). Except of territory mapping, which
is however least common ﬁeld method used in
generic monitoring schemes in Europe (Klvaňová
& Voříšek 2007), it does not seem that a method
of addressing detectability in scheme’s design is
aﬀected by ﬁeld method.
Addressing detectability in data analyses
Out of 15 schemes obtaining data allowing to esmate detectability only ﬁve did so eﬀecvely in
further analysis. This means that in remaining 10
schemes data allowing detectability esmates is
gathered but not analysed yet. Furthermore, no
scheme out of those ﬁve working on detectability uses the data adjusted on detectability for
roune producon of populaon index. Data accounted for detectability in these ﬁve schemes
are used for esmaon of populaon densies
and populaon size instead. Only two schemes
are working on further use of detectability in
data analyses: A scheme in UK is exploring the
possibilies of adjusng populaon index for detectability and a manuscript of a paper is under
preparaon. Similarly, a scheme in Switzerland is
also experimenng with methods accounng for

Methods of addressing detectability used in
schemes
Distance sampling is the most commonly used
method to address detectability in scheme’s design – 11 out of 15 schemes use this method. Distance sampling appears to be used in schemes
with point counts as well as in schemes with line
transect, on the other hand this method is not
used in schemes (2) with territory mapping (see
40
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detectability, especially with models that use replicated counts without individual idenﬁcaon of
territories. Thus, we can expect a progress in near
future from these two schemes.

though methods and also some free soware
(e.g. DISTANCE – Thomas et al. 2010) are available, it seems a development in this area is relavely slow. As coordinators of the scheme in Poland (P. Chylarecki and T. Chodkiewicz) pointed
out in their comments to the quesonnaire, a
tool enabling accounng for detectability should
be integrated in exisng soware tools for computaon populaon indices. Similarly in a past,
beer methods than simple chaining index for
calculaon of populaon indices were not used
widely in Europe unl a user friendly soware
tool TRIM appeared.

Publicaons
Scheme coordinators were also asked for supplying references of any scienﬁc paper using
scheme’s data adjusted for detectability, and four
schemes provided some: Carrascal & Palomino
(2008), Davey et al. (2012), Herrando et al. (2008),
Kéry et al. (2005), Kéry & Royle (2010), Newson et
al. (2008), Quesada et al. (2010), Renwick et al.
(2012), Royle et al. (2011). See the References for
full citaons.
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Conclusions
The responses on the quesonnaire conﬁrm that
detectability has the potenal to be beer addressed in the design of most of the bird monitoring schemes and in the data analyses. However, it
seems that at least in some cases it is a result of
using standardised design rather than intenon
to work further on this issue.
A fact that some coordinators either respond
that did not know whether the scheme design
was able to account for detectability or replied
that they did not address detectability at all while
other informaon on the scheme suggested the
contrary, indicates that further training in understanding the issue of detectability is desirable.
Since it is widely reported by coordinators that
detectability is addressed in the schemes’ design,
but oen data is not further used for calculaon
of e.g. populaon index controlled on detectability, we hardly can assess whether a design of a
scheme is proper and really allows assessment of
detectability.
The most important ﬁnding of the survey is a fact
that detectability is not rounely adjusted for in
computaon of populaon indices in European
generic breeding bird monitoring schemes. Al-
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A review of 25 years of mainland winter bird counts in Estonia
Jaanus Elts

Estonian Ornithological Society / University of Tartu, Veski 4, 51005 Tartu, Estonia
Jaanus.Elts@eoy.ee

Abstract. Estonia has a long-term monitoring programme for wintering land birds
running since 1987. Permanent transect counts without using distance belts are
conducted three mes during the winter and 30-40 transects are counted annually.
During the last 25 years nine species showed a stable trend, while ﬁve species were
increasing and seven decreasing. In 2012 we calculated for the ﬁrst me an Estonian
winter farmland bird index (WFBI), using only those nine species of which an important
part of the populaon has been observed in farmland and open landscape. The index
shows a moderate decrease over the last 25 years.

Combined breeding populaon trend indices of
terrestrial birds are frequently used to provide
general indicators for taxonomic species groups or
habitat speciﬁc species groups, e.g. the farmland
and forest birds indicators (Gregory et al. 2005;
Gregory et al. 2008). We tried to test if producing
a “winter bird indicator” was possible, using our
long-term data on winter counts of farmland birds
in Estonia. Here we present and comment the longterm trends of the 25 most common winter birds
in Estonia and the ﬁrst naonal Winter Farmland
Bird Index for the period 1987-2011.

Introducon
Winter condions inﬂuence signiﬁcantly bird nesting success and the condion of a populaon as a
whole. The larger the number of birds that perish
during harsh winters, the smaller the populaon
that starts breeding in spring. Aer an exceponally long and severe winter, many birds are in bad
condion. Breeding starts later and clutches are
in general smaller than usual. In parcular early
spring cold spells with heavy snowfall, occurring
aer the arrival of most migratory birds, have a severe eﬀect on survival.
In order to examine the trends of wintering birds,
several countries started to organise speciﬁc bird
counts. In the USA, the so-called Christmas Bird
Count is one of the oldest bird monitoring schemes
in the world. It started in 1900 and is sll widely
used all over the country (Naonal Audubon Society 2010). Finland has also a long tradion of
winter bird counng, using transects. This started
in 1956/57 (Koskimies & Rajala 1957). In Sweden
wintering mainland birds are tradionally monitored by using a point count method (Vinterfågelräkningen 2012). In Finland, with me it became
clear that the trend results obtained by one single
winter count, could be substanally improved by
addional counts in November and February. In
Estonia we started similar winter bird counts in
1987 to get a beer knowledge of the presence
and abundance of terrestrial wintering birds. The
winter of 2011/12 was our 25th season.

Material and Methods
We use transect counts without distance belts
and a length of 10 km. All birds seen and heard
are counted. Each transect is visited three mes,
during the Autumn Count (15 to 28 November),
the Christmas Count (25 December to 7 January)
and the Spring Count (15 to 28 February).
Observaons are recorded on special forms and
entered in a database (MS Access). This database
contains now 42,660 records of the 56 most numerous winter bird species and a small number of
occasionally wintering species: in total, 643,643
observed birds.
The observaons collected during the winter bird
counts are assigned to eight broad habitat categories:
a) Discharge sites: sites where waste has been
disposed;
43
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Figure 1. Locaon within each county of the terrestrial winter bird transects during the Christmas Count of 2011.

the country (Figure 1). Sll, for now there are no
counng sites in the island of Saaremaa and in
four counes, there is only one transect. During
the last years, 30-40 transects were counted annually. In 2012 we calculated for the ﬁrst me an
Estonian winter farmland bird index (WFBI). To
compile this index, we included only those species of which an important part of the populaon (more than 70%) was present in farmland
and open landscape: Jackdaw Corvus monedula,
Hooded Crow Corvus corone cornix, Magpie Pica
pica, Feral Pigeon Columba livia domesca, Goldﬁnch Carduelis carduelis, Tree Sparrow Passer
montanus, Great Tit Parus major, Greenﬁnch Carduelis chloris, Yellowhammer Emberiza citrinella.
For Jackdaw and Great Tit we calculated the indexes for farmland only.

b) Urban landscape: densely urbanised areas,
ports, railway staons, town parks, cemeteries, etc.;
c) Farm landscape: farmyards, gardens, barns;
d) Open landscape: all that is outside of gardens –
meadows, ﬁelds;
e) Forest landscape: all kinds of forest areas (except
the ones belonging to category g, see below);
f) Other landscapes, only covering small areas:
e.g. water bodies, coastal meadows, bogs,
thickets of reeds;
g) Clearings and young tree stands (less than 5
meters of height);
h) Shrubs (incl. juniper shrub).
We analysed the trends of the 25 most numerous winter birds. When assessing the changes
in abundance, only the mid-winter or Christmas
count data have been taken into account. In Estonia, weather condions in mid-winter are more
stable than in November and February when often important ﬂuctuaons in temperatures occur.
For calculang the trends programme TRIM (ver.
3.53, van Strien et al. 2001) was used.
In general, we are sasﬁed with the spaal distribuon of the transects, which occur all over

Results
General results
The species overviews presented here reﬂect
only the data of the Christmas Count. Graphs of
abundance index and trend evaluaons (according to the classiﬁcaon of TRIM) are presented
44
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Figure 2. The trends of 25 mainland winter birds from 1987 to 2011.

in Appendix 1. It was possible to calculate these
indexes for 25 species. Some of them, e.g. Longtailed Tit Aegithalos caudatus, Bohemian Waxwing Bombycilla garrulus and Redpoll Carduelis
cabaret are invasive species. Their abundance
ﬂuctuates greatly from year to year, which is reﬂected in the indexes. The long-term populaon
trend of these species is unclear. Inially, we also
tried to assess indexes for less numerous species,
but for several reasons we were not able to ﬁnd
an appropriate model. At the same me, if the
sample becomes larger, it might be possible to
calculate indexes for several other species in the
future.
During the last 25 years, the abundance of nine
terrestrial winter birds could be determined as
stable; the abundance increased for ﬁve species
and decreased for seven species (Figure 2).

in many transects and therefore, the moderate increase of its abundance can easily be monitored.
Also, the winter abundance of Blackbird Turdus
merula has moderately increased, but was clearly
higher around the turn of the century.
Treecreeper Certhia familiaris, Hooded Crow,
Raven Corvus corax, Great spoed Woodpecker
Dendrocopus major, Blue Tit Parus caeruleus,
Crested Tit Parus cristatus, Great Tit, Tree Sparrow, and Bullﬁnch Pyrrhula pyrrhula, all show a
stable abundance. The last species, showed a
very strong invasion in the autumn of 2000. The
abundance of the Hooded Crow has decreased
in the last four years. The Raven increased for
nearly ten years and reached its maximum during the Christmas Count of 2010, but it has significantly decreased during last winter. The reason
for this is unknown. Great spoed Woodpecker
is characterised by invasions during so-called
cone years. This was clearly the case at the end
of 2008 when the abundance index was three
mes higher than the results of the ﬁrst counting years.
The abundance of Goldﬁnch, Feral Pigeon, Willow
Tit Parus montanus, Marsh Tit Parus palustris,
House Sparrow Passer domescus, Magpie and
Goldcrest Regulus regulus, has been decreasing.
The laer species is very sensive to harsh winters and its abundance decreased to a very low
level during the winter of 2009/2010 (the abundance index was just 0.13). The abundance of
this species was almost as low as in the winter of
2001/2002. The abundance of Goldﬁnch was at
its peak at the beginning of 1990s, but it has been
very low for the last four years. The abundance of

Species speciﬁc abundance trends
During 25 winters, the abundance of Greenﬁnch
has moderately increased. The index reﬂects
clearly also the disease outbreak among greenﬁnches (Lawson et al. 2011) that ended the increase in abundance that lasted for several years.
During last winter, the abundance of this species
has recovered again.
The abundance of Jackdaw has ﬁrst moderately
increased, but aer its peak in 2008 it has constantly decreased. Also, the winter abundance of
Eurasian Jay Garrulus glandarius has increased.
This trend assessment is probably inﬂuenced by
the last important invasion in the autumn of 2009.
The winter abundance of Nuthatch Sia europaea
is not high, but this species can be sparsely found
45
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Figure 4. Average length of counted transects in diﬀerent habitats during the last three years.

Feral Pigeon and Magpie was high during the ﬁrst
years of the winter bird counts and decreased
signiﬁcantly during the second half of 1990s, but
has been quite stable for the last 10 years.
Our Winter Farmland Bird Index (Figure 3) shows
ﬁrst a clear increase, decreases between 1991
and 1998 and ﬂuctuates in the following years.
The overall trend shows a decrease. Hopefully it

is possible to improve the quality of this index in
the future, but therefore we need more transects
and more counng years. For example, it is currently not possible to calculate habitat-based
indexes even in the case of Greenﬁnch. For this
species it would be interesng to ﬁnd out if the
observed increase in abundance is rather due to
greenﬁnches that depend on sunﬂower seeds in
46
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feeders in urban environments, or to plenful
food supply related to rape-growing (and related
weed-seeds) in agricultural landscapes.
During the last three years, the highest number
of counts has been conducted in forest landscapes, but also urban and open landscapes are
well covered by the scheme (Figure 4). In former
years, urban areas were underrepresented, but

forested areas were always best covered. Waste
sites, clearings/young stands and shrubberies
are mostly small habitat spots within other landscapes and not very useful candidates for addional transects.
In the future we would like to increase transects
in farmland, but more counts in open landscape
are also needed.
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Long-tailed Tit
N=1017
Trend: Uncertain

Populaon index

Appendix 1. Trends of 25 most common winter birds in Estonia in 1987-2011. Trends are calculated using the TRIM. N = number of
counted birds, the red line indicates the populaon index and black lines 95% conﬁdence limits. Species are ordered according
to their scienﬁc names.
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Trend: Uncertain
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Goldﬁnch
N=1459
Trend: Moderate decline (p<0.05)

Populaon index
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Greenﬁnch
N=4975
Trend: Moderate increase
(p<0.01)

Populaon index

Year

Common Redpoll
N=9286
Trend: Uncertain

Populaon index

Year

Year
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Eurasian Treecreeper
N=726
Trend: Stable

Populaon index
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Feral Pigeon
N=6675
Trend: Moderate decline (p<0.05)

Populaon index

Year

Jackdaw
N=16148
Trend: Moderate increase
(p<0.01)

Populaon index

Year

Hooded Crow
N=21003
Trend: Stable

Populaon index

Year

Raven
N=4161
Trend: Stable

Populaon index
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Great spoed Woodpecker
N=2208
Trend: Stable

Populaon index
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Yellowhammer
N=5844
Trend: Uncertain

Populaon index

Year

Eurasian Jay
N=1609
Trend: Moderate increase
(p<0.05)

Populaon index

Year

Blue Tit
N=3034
Trend: Stable

Populaon index

Year

Crested Tit
N=1683
Trend: Stable

Populaon index

Year

Year
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Great Tit
N=25167
Trend: Stable

Populaon index
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Willow Tit
N=3353
Trend: Moderate decline (p<0.01)

Populaon index

Year

Marsh Tit
N=2710
Trend: Moderate decline (p<0.01)

Populaon index

Year

House Sparrow
N=6943
Trend: Moderate decline (p<0.01)

Populaon index

Year

Tree Sparrow
N=7604
Trend: Stable

Populaon index

Year

Year
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Magpie
N=3811
Trend: Moderate decline (p<0.01)

Populaon index
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Bullﬁnch
N=4226
Trend: Stable

Populaon index

Year

Goldcrest
N=3131
Trend: Moderate decline (p<0.05)

Populaon index

Year

Nuthatch
N=1677
Trend: Moderate increase
(p<0.01)

Populaon index

Year

Blackbird
N=734
Trend: Moderate increase
(p<0.05)

Populaon index

Year

Year
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The ﬁrst comprehensive Moscow bird atlas
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Abstract. The Atlas of the birds of Moscow City was published in 2014. The main
body of the atlas consists of the distribuon maps for each of the 226 species found
in Moscow during 2006–2011. These are accompanied by brief species accounts
in both Russian and English. The texts should add, not duplicate the informaon
contained in the maps. The map pages contain one larger and two smaller maps.
The ﬁrst of the three maps presents informaon on the distribuon and abundance
of the species during the breeding season, colours are used to indicate the level
of evidence for breeding. Abundance of breeding pairs is indicated by varying
diameters of the black dots inside the tetrads. The upper of the two smaller maps
shows the tetrads (marked in blue) in which the species was found at least once
during the winter period. The lower map shows the maximum esmates of the
number of individuals of a species recorded in a tetrad during the year, regardless
of the season.

Introducon

for all individual records (including conﬁrmed
breeding) received during 1999–2004 from parcipants in the project.
These data, however, were largely collected during more or less casual trips to various parts of
the city and the Moscow region, and they were
not the result of any systemac research eﬀorts.
It was obvious that the maps were far from complete. To ﬁll in the gaps it was decided to launch a
new and more ambious project, this me aimed
at producing a complete and detailed atlas of
the birds of Moscow city, within the limits of the
Moscow ring road.

With a populaon of over 12 million, Moscow is
the largest city in Russia and the northernmost
megalopolis in the world. Only within the boundaries of the Moscow ring road it occupies around
887 km2. Even though the birds of Moscow have
been the subject of various studies for almost
two centuries, a comprehensive atlas of the city’s
avifauna has never been published.
However, an important new project started in
1999 with the kick-oﬀ of the ‘Birds of Moscow
and the Moscow Region’ (BMMR) programme.
The programme brings together both birdwatchers and professional ornithologists, joining forces
for the study of the birds of Moscow and the surrounding Moscow province, by sending in records
of birds to a central data base and taking part in
various projects. The data collected were summarized in the ﬁrst bilingual (Russian/English)
atlas of birds of Moscow and the Moscow region
(Kalyakin & Voltzit 2006), a landmark publicaon and the ﬁrst of its kind in Russia. The book
presents maps for all species recorded, using dots

Methods
Field work was carried out during 2006–2011 by
67 parcipants. For the ﬁrst me, the parcipants
were asked to sck to a certain methodology for
observing birds and reporng the results of these
observaons. The territory of Moscow inside the
ring road was divided into 2×2 km squares, on the
basis of the UTM (Universal Transverse Mercator)
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grid. All 242 squares were visited and described
in detail, most of them throughout the year, with
special emphasis on the breeding season: at least
25–30 hours of observaons in each square were
carried out from May to July. In the inial stages of
the project taking part was a mere pleasure, since
most observers focused on the more ‘interesng’
and ‘promising’ habitats, such as lush city parks,
lakes and river valleys. As ﬁeld work progressed,
however, and more and more of the ‘beer’
squares had already been suﬀciently invesgated,
extra eﬀorts were required from the observers to
take on even the most unaracve parts of the
city, like seemingly endless industrial ‘deserts’, car
parks and what appeared to be boring and monotonous apartment blocks. Sll, even these less
pleasant corners of the city oen turned out to
be quite rewarding and surprisingly rich in birdlife.
That said, exploring these parts of Moscow somemes proved a real challenge, not in the least because of roaming packs of street dogs, or simply
because access to many areas is limited.
During the survey the observer kept a list of the
species encountered and indicated their status
with the help of criteria commonly used for this
kind of work (e.g. Priednieks et al. 1989). Since
during the course of the project all species were
recorded throughout the year, in addion to the
‘breeding’ categories we have included the categories ‘migrant’, ‘wintering bird’ and ‘accidental’,
the last one for birds that are very rarely and irregularly found both in Moscow and the Moscow
Region.
Preliminary results of the ongoing ﬁeld work were
published annually in the course of the project in
the Proceedings of the programme, under the tle Birds of Moscow, square aer square (Kalyakin
& Voltzit 2007–2012), with detailed descripons
of progress in individual squares.
Aer the compleon of ﬁeld work in 2012, the
data base was supplemented by other observaons and published data from the same six year
period. On the basis of the combined records,
distribuon maps for all 226 species found in the
city during the project were compiled, based on
their presence in the tetrads, and with brief species accounts.

in Moscow during 2006–2011, together with brief
species accounts in both Russian and English. The
texts should add, not duplicate the informaon
contained in the maps. They also provide informaon on the status of each species in the Moscow
Region, which frequently diﬀers from the status
in Moscow. The map pages contain one larger (in
1 cm 286 m) and two smaller maps, which are
half as large. The ﬁrst of the three maps presents
informaon on the distribuon and abundance
of the species during the breeding season, as well
as the likelihood (evidence) of breeding in each
tetrad, including those tetrads which are only
parally inside the Moscow ring road (MKAD).
Colours are used to indicate the level of evidence
for breeding.
Abundance of breeding pairs (or ‘breeding pairs’,
for those species which are not monogamous
and do not form pairs) is indicated by varying diameters of the black dots inside the tetrads. Each
map goes with a legend (two examples of atlas
pages). The upper of the two smaller maps shows
the tetrads (marked in blue) in which the species
was found at least once during the winter period
(from December to February). The lower map
shows the maximum esmates of the number
of individuals of a species recorded in a tetrad
during the year, regardless of the season. Some

The atlas
The main body of the atlas is made up of the distribuon maps for each of the 226 species found
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As elsewhere in Europe, the Peregrine Falcon
Falco peregrinus populaon is also increasing in
European Russia. During the atlas period three
pairs were found nesng on high buildings in
Moscow city. These may be birds released here
earlier from capvity as part of a reintroducon
scheme. Another species, Ruddy Shelduck T. ferruginea, has recently become a typical element
of the city’s avifauna. It has a free ﬂying populaon which has gradually colonized the city’s
parks and ponds from the populaon present in
the Moscow Zoo. Common Goldeneye Bucephala
clangula is back as a breeding bird, thanks to the
availability of arﬁcial nest sites in appropriate
places.
The special observaon eﬀorts during the atlas
period have led to a marked increase of the species list of Moscow. The following raries were
found during 2006–2011 some of them ﬁrst observaons not only for Moscow but also for the
region as a whole: Dalmaan Pelican Pelecanus
crispus, Yellow-legged Gull Larus michahellis, Little Auk Alle alle, Syrian Woodpecker Dendrocopos
syriacus and Serin Serinus serinus. All belong to
the category vagrants, though new data show
that Serin now appears to breed in Moscow. Vagrants like Pallas’s Gull Larus ichtyaetus, Great
Black-backed Gull L. marinus and other rare migrants were already on the list of the Moscow Region, but have now been added to the list of the
birds of Moscow.
Some species have seen a change in status. For
Ural Owl Strix uralensis and Middle Spoed
Woodpecker D. medius breeding was conﬁrmed
for the ﬁrst me (Morozov 2009a, Morozov
2009b). Common Teal Anas crecca bred again in
Moscow aer a long absence, as did Common
Sandpiper Acs hypoleucos, European Nightjar
Caprimulgus europaeus, Barred Warbler Sylvia
nisoria and Azure Tit Parus cyanus.
We compared the present breeding bird species richness inside the MKAD ring road with
the period before 1961, when this territory ofﬁcially became part of the expanding city, even
though many peripheral areas along the ring remained undeveloped for a long me aer that.
Some twenty species that were present as breeding bird at that me) have not been detected as
breeding (or suspected breeding) during 2006–
2011. These are Gadwall Anas strepera, Hazel
Grouse Tetrastes bonasia, Redshank Tringa totanus, Marsh Sandpiper T. stagnalis, Terek Sand-

species were most abundant during the migraon period or in winter. Where necessary, this is
indicated in the species texts.

Results
During 2006–2011 226 species were recorded inside the MKAD ring road. For half of these 113
species breeding was conﬁrmed, seven species
were considered probable breeders and another
seven possible breeders. During the breeding
season 43 species were recorded that showed no
breeding indicaon. In comparison, during 200
years of ornithological observaons in the whole
of the Moscow Region, 318 species were recorded (judging from the literature and the data base
of the BMMR programme), 210 of which have
nested in the area (Varlygina et al. 2008).
The species list does not include species which
have been deliberately introduced in the city
(Barnacle Goose Branta leucopsis and Canada
Goose B. canadensis) or its immediate surroundings (Common Pheasant Phasianus colchicus). Exoc species recorded during the atlas period like
Mandarin Duck Aix galericulata, Rose-ringed Parakeet Psiacula krameri and Budgerigar Melopsiacus undulates and several other escaped or
released cage birds have also been omied from
the list, as they can hardly be considered part of
the city’s avifauna. Moscow’s harsh winters signiﬁcantly reduce any chances of survival of a freeﬂying populaon of Rose-ringed Parakeets. It is
therefore unlikely that a fast populaon increase,
as has been observed in several other European
cies, will occur in Moscow.
In some cases, the origin of the birds was unclear, e.g. of Whooper Cygnus cygnus and Mute
Swans C. olor occurring on some of the city’s
ponds. They may have been either released
from capvity or wild visitors from the surrounding region. During the past decade both species
have been observed in Moscow province on migraon as well as breeding . Records of Gyr Falcon Falco ruscolus and Eagle Owl Bubo bubo
may also refer to either escapes or genuine wild
birds. Various exoc and, for the Moscow area,
very rare ducks like Red-crested Pochard Nea
ruﬁna, Ferruginous Duck Aythya nyroca and
Common Shelduck Tadorna tadorna recorded
in the city may originate from the Moscow Zoo,
though here, too, their wild occurrence cannot
be excluded.
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us to put forward some general populaon trends.
An increase is apparent in the breeding populaons
of Ruddy Shelduck, Common Kestrel, Black Woodpecker Dryocopus marus, Blackcap Sylvia atricapilla, Black Redstart Phoenicurus ochruros, Robin,
Thrush Nighngale Luscinia luscinia, Penduline Tit
Remiz pendulinus, Blue Tit Parus caeruleus, European Greenﬁnch Chloris chloris and European
Goldﬁnch Carduelis carduelis. On the other hand,
Corncrake Crex crex, Sand Marn Riparia riparia,
Common Redstart Phoenicurus phoenicurus, House
Sparrow Passer domescus and Eurasian Tree Sparrow P. montanus appear to have declined.

piper Xenus cinereus, possibly Ruﬀ Philomachus
pugnax, Common Snipe Gallinago gallinago, Little Gull Larus minutus, Wood Pigeon Columba
palumbus, Collared Dove Streptopelia decaocto,
Laughing Dove S. senegalensis, Short-eared Owl
Asio ﬂammeus, Lile Owl Athene noctua, Hoopoe
Upupa epops, Green Woodpecker Picus viridis,
Grey-headed Woodpecker P. canus, Meadow Pipit Anthus pratensis, Common Myna Acridotheres
triss, Common Stonechat Saxicola torquata,
Crested Tit Parus cristatus and Brambling Fringilla monfringilla. Some them disappeared as
a breeding bird from the city in the 1990s, as a
result of the development of residenal areas at
the site of a sewage area at Lyublino. This sewage works provided ideal condions for aquac
and semi-aquac species as well as birds preferring ruderal habitats. The majority of the species
menoned here were already rare in Moscow in
the past. A decline in numbers of Crested Tit has
been noted in the whole of the Moscow region
during the past two or three decades.
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Abstract. A fourth workshop of the Pan-European Common Bird Monitoring
Scheme (PECBMS) took place in February 2012 in the Czech Republic and brought
together scheme coordinators and other monitoring experts of 38 countries
cooperang within the network. The main objecve of the workshop was to
evaluate where we stand now aer ten years running the scheme and where we
aim at in the future. PECBMS workshops have always oﬀered the opportunity to
the parcipants to present new ideas and discuss past and future developments
together with the PECBMS coordinators in a construcve and democrac way.

Introducon

Species indices and indicators

The Pan-European Common Bird Monitoring
Scheme (PEBMS) workshop was held on 6-8 February 2012 in Mikulov, Czech Republic. Some 75
naonal scheme coordinators and other experts
from 38 European countries parcipated at the
meeng. Besides the countries already cooperating with the PECBMS, representaves from several new countries such as Azerbaijan, Moldova
and Iceland took also part.

A discussion on diﬀerent approaches as how to
calculate the indicators resulted in various views
and revealed some crical points. At present, in
the PECBMS‘ outputs (i.e. supranaonal common
bird indicators), only a geometric mean without
weighng is used (with applying of chaining index in case of unequal me periods of indices).
We consider this method as fully suitable and relevant for our data and no changes are desirable
now. However, as widely agreed, there is always
room for improvements such as producing indicators with standard errors, developing a method for sensivity measures or considering scale
(logarithmic versus arithmec). Adding various
types of extra informaon in relaon to the indicators has been suggested as well. Examples are
percentage of species declining/increasing, or total abundance and biomass of all species in the
indicator. Single species trends included in the
indicator could show the variaon in trends, thus
providing a beer insight and helping to understand where the indicator really stands for. The
parcipants agreed that we also need to harmonise species selecon for naonal indicators and
that we should consider using the naonal species classiﬁcaon for naonal farmland bird indicators. This has to be worked out in the future.

The main aims of the workshop were:
* To report on developments of the project since
the last workshop in 2009
* To discuss with naonal coordinators and other
stakeholders the issues and usage of European and naonal indicators
* To outline possible new research direcons for
PECBMS data
* To discuss the potenal addion of species and
the extension of geographical coverage within
the PECBMS project
This paper brings an overview of the workshop
discussions and their conclusions. All presenons
and workshop conclusions are freely downloadable on hp://bigﬁles.birdlife.cz/ebcc/PECBMS_
workshop2012/PECBMS/.
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Following the general discussion on indicators,
proposals for various types of addional indicators for other habitat types have come up. The
pilot versions of the PECBMS indicators of Boreal
Forest and Inland Wetland habitats, which had
been drawn at the last workshop, have meanwhile been improved and were presented for
discussion. Both indicators seem to be promising,
however, they require further work on data collecon of more species used in these habitat-speciﬁc indicators (e.g. including data from species
speciﬁc schemes covering Inland Wetland birds)
and in exploring possibilies of creang indicators of more disnct habitat sub-types (e.g. oldgrowth/boreal forest, broadleaf/coniferous forest
in the Boreal Forest indicator). However, for both
types we need to fully understand the driving
forces behind the trends to explain the indicator.
For both indicators and addional ones, the opon to include more rare species in the indicators
has been suggested. However, there was no clear
conclusion nor consensus on this proposal.
Assessing the trends of urban birds is another
possible topic to consider for future development. In this case, it would be valuable to use
habitat-speciﬁc trends (calculate species trends
only from urban sites) to invesgate the level of
urbanisaon. Habitat-speciﬁc trends in general
can be used for creang habitat-speciﬁc indicators and they present a potenal for further research studies on the driving forces. Another
suggeson was the development of indicators of
processes – pressures or drivers of change (e.g.
intensiﬁcaon of farmland, forest management,
eutrophicaon, climac change).
The main conclusions of the workshop topic on
Species indices and Indicators were:
(1) that the current indicators ﬁt the 2020 targets
at global and European level,
(2) that producing mul-naonal indicators of
farmland and forest birds is sll considered to
be relevant,
(3) that given the 2020 targets and focus on the
value of biodiversity and ecosystem services,
we will need to consider new direcons of our
acvies too,
(4) that quanfying the value and services provided by common birds and measuring sustainability using common birds seem to be areas
worth of exploring for further development,
(5) that proper communicaon of the indicators is always necessary. Although it is oen

ignored, it has been stressed that clariﬁcaon
of the purpose of each indicator is crucial to
avoid misinterpretaon. As the workshop parcipants requested guidelines on how to best
communicate the indicators at naonal level,
the PECBMS will consider the development of
such guidelines in future.

Filling the gaps – increase in species and
geographical coverage
Hand in hand with improvements in the presentaon of the indicators and developing new ones,
an improvement of the project in area and species coverage has been discussed.
So far the PECBMS has focused on the common
bird species, however, there is an interest to produce trends of rarer birds including data from
more speciﬁc monitoring schemes. This is oen
connected with developing new indicators which
requires the inclusion of speciﬁc groups of birds
which the PECBMS covers now only partly. Besides the already discussed Inland Wetland and
Boreal Forest species indicators, we could think
of producing European trends for other speciﬁc
bird groups such as night birds (owls, nightjars,
Corncrake Crex crex), birds of prey, alpine species, game birds (grouse and partridges) or colonial
nesng seabirds. To collect data on these species
a cooperaon with other iniaves (e.g. EURAPMON) would be desirable and essenal.
Up to now, the PECBMS uses data from 25 European countries with a potenal to include two
or three more countries in the near future. A
large part of South-East and East Europe is sll
not covered by the scheme. Common Bird Monitoring schemes in some of these countries have
either just started or are not running connuously. At the last workshop in 2009, the idea
of Twinning was launched, which was based on
the assumpon that countries with well running
schemes could assist and support those with less
developed ones in mutual cooperaon. However,
aer three years, the results were not as good as
we had hoped for. Although countries which had
already been in contact in the past have connued or renewed their cooperaon, none of the
newly established pairs of countries (schemes)
had started such a cooperaon, suggesng that
the Twinning approach has its limitaons and at
least is very me consuming. Twinning, although
a promising idea, does not seem to work well in
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pracce without a considerable eﬀort from both
sides. Developing a sustainable Common Bird
Monitoring scheme is generally quite demaning
and requires constant funding and dedicated eﬀort in the countries with no tradion of monitoring or birdwatching. It is clear that smulang
and promong birdwatching in these countries
is a ﬁrst important step. This could be realised
through developing online recording schemes for
‘casual’ records which can smulate interested
persons to pracce bird idenﬁcaon. Alternavely, other monitoring projects such as mapping
the priority species or IBA monitoring, or other
‘short-term’ projects such as naonal or regional atlases can help to create over me a pool
of potenal volunteers suﬃcient for running a
CBM scheme. The PECBMS already assists such
countries in various ﬁelds but so far with a limited
capacity. More dedicated and connuous eﬀorts
are needed to start monitoring in the countries
where it is sll absent.

bird trends and indicators on a regular basis. It
has also shown that such monitoring data can
be used both in policy, nature protecon and in
research. However, all these items are open for
improvement and it became clear from the workshop discussions that there is an expectancy from
the PECBMS scheme coordinators that we should
connue to work on the project enlargement and
development. Main conclusions of the workshop
stressed that we should broaden the informaon
accompanying the indicators to improve their understanding and we should also focus more on
the selecon of species for naonal indicators
(for both proper communicaon is needed). It
is also desirable to enlarge the species coverage
and develop new indicators. We should pay more
aenon to the countries lacking monitoring experiences and assist them in establishing sustainable schemes. Finally, we should connue promong the PECBMS data for use both in policy
and research and take into account new research
cooperaon possibilies.

More research is desirable
As presented at the workshop by several case studies, PECBMS data are frequently used in research
projects in co-operaon with scienﬁc instutes
and universies. This aspect of PECBMS acvies
has been highly appreciated by the coordinators
as it shows the potenal and wide usage of these monitoring data. The workshop parcipants
suggested to extend and expand research and
cooperaon with research instuons. The data
access and co-authorship policy for the data use
– unl the next workshop – has been approved
by the parcipants.

Conclusions
During the past ten years, the PECBMS project
has proved to be able to produce European
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Lindström, Å. & Green, M. 2013. Monitoring populaon changes of birds in Sweden. Annual report
for 2012, Department of Biology, Lund University. 80 pp.
Contact: Å. Lindström, Ake.Lindstrom@biol.lu.se

We present the results of the Swedish Bird Survey, run by the Department of Biology, Lund University,
as a part of the Naonal Monitoring Programme of the Swedish Environmental Protecon Agency.
The results for 2012 include data from 625 winter point count routes in 2011/2012 (37th winter),
of which 306 were carried out during the Christmas/
New Year count and 263 summer point count routes
(38th year). A third programme is running since 1996
with 716 Fixed routes, systemacally (semi-randomly)
distributed over Sweden (combined line transect and
point counts). In total 481 Fixed routes were completed in the summer of 2012 (fourth best year). In the
programme for covering night-acve birds (3rd season), 112 routes were covered at three occasions each
(March, April and June). Trends were analyzed using
TRIM.
In the Christmas/New Year count 2011/2012, about
180,000 individuals of 134 species were counted by
247 observers, which was an increase compared to
previous winters. Moderate to strong increases in winter populaons over the last decade are present in 12
species. Declines over the same period are prominent
in 32 species.
On the point count routes in summer 2012, about
96,000 birds of 205 species were counted by 164 observers. From the Fixed routes 138,000 birds of 217
species were reported by 247 persons. Trend graphs
for a large number of species are presented. More
graphs and indices can be found on the homepage
(address below). Over the last 10 years, some of the most pronounced declines are found in Common
Eider, Willow Ptarmigan, Rock Ptarmigan, Common Pheasant, Common Coot, Spoed Redshank, Great
Black-backed Gull, Common Swi, House Marn, Sand Marn, Siberian Tit, Fieldfare, Redwing, Goldcrest, Meadow Pipit, European Greenﬁnch, Common Redpoll, Common Roseﬁnch, Lapland Longspur,
Yellowhammer, Ortolan and Rusc Bunng. Some of the strongest increases during the same period are
shown by Greylag Goose, Whooper Swan, Red Kite, White-tailed eagle, Western Marsh Harrier, Hobby,
Great Spoed Woodpecker, Eurasian Wryneck, Mistle Thrush, Common Redstart, Eurasian Blackcap,
Common Chiﬀchaﬀ (both Swedish ssp.), European Goldﬁnch and crossbills.
The night routes showed high owl acvity in the south but a dramac low in the north, compared to
2011. A few trends from the ﬁrst three year are presented. High numbers of Spoed Crake, Corncrake,
European Nightjar and River Warbler were recorded during the night routes in 2012. The numbers of
larger mammals counted were in most cases similar to the years before.
Bird indicators were calculated for Sweden based on summer point counts and the species selecon
and methods of the Pan-European Common Bird Monitoring Scheme. Farmland birds (14 species)
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show a more than 50% decline since 1975. Woodland birds (21 species) have declined with about 30%,
whereas a group of other common birds (45 species) have declined with about 10%. We also present
the corresponding indicators based on the new system with Fixed routes (indices since 1998). In the recent 5–10 years, the indicators based on the two schemes have become more and more similar within
each habitat. Another set of indicators, oﬃcial indicators of biodiversity within the naonal Environmental Objecves set by the Swedish Parliament based on data from the Fixed routes, are presented as
well. Five indicators (lakes and streams, forest, mountain birch forest, northern wetlands and ‘a rich diversity of plant and animal life’) showed small posive changes between 2011 and 2012. The indicators
for birds in southern wetlands, farmland and mountain tundra showed lower values 2012 compared to
2011. A new indicator for reduced climate impact is presented in this report.
Åke Lindström

SEO/BirdLife 2012. Atlas de las aves en invierno en España 2007-2010. Madrid (In Spanish: Atlas of
birds in winter in Spain 2007-2010). Ministerio de Agricultura, Alimentación y Medio Ambiente-SEO/
BirdLife. 816 pages. ISBN: 978-84-8014-840-5
Order online: hp://www.seo.org/enda/, contact: censos@seo.org, The prize is 30 €.

The Atlas of birds in winter in Spain (2007-2010), is a reference work which ﬁlls an important gap
in the study of Spain’s bird fauna. Tradionally, more eﬀort has been devoted to understanding the
distribuon of wild birds in the spring, to coincide with the breeding season. To date, two atlases of
breeding birds in Spain have been published, but
work had never been carried out to understand
bird distribuon in winter, except in some earlier
local studies. SEO/BirdLife took on this ‘winter
challenge’ for the ﬁrst me in Spain and today
presents the results of work which began in 2007
and now oﬀers important results which extend
the understanding of bird ecology. This study
places Spain at the highest level of ornithological study, as only a small number of developed
countries have carried out similar studies on
birds in winter in their enre territory.
The book is illustrated with sketches by the arst
and biologist Juan Varela and has been produced
with the support of the Ministry of Agriculture,
Food and Environment and published with support of the Naonal Parks Service. Amongst its
820 pages there are up-to-date data on 407 species, of which 238 are listed as ‘common’ and a
further 76 whose presence is ‘scarce’ or ‘occasional’. Finally, 34 are considered as raries and
59 are non-nave species.
This study sheds important new light on the distribuon of birds in Spain. From comparison with
the breeding atlases, it is possible to esmate the
diﬀerence in distribuon of bird species in the two diﬀerent periods and to illustrate and understand
their seasonal movements. For example, it has been conﬁrmed that geographical diﬀerences in land
use are a more important factor in explaining winter bird distribuon than diﬀerences in climate. Areas
with a greater variety of habitats are those with the highest species richness in winter.
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The assistance of more than 1,000 ﬁeldworkers has been fundamental in the compilaon of the atlas;
they carried out systemac ﬁeld reconnaissance surveys in the 2007-2008, 2008-2009 and 2009-2010
winters. During this period 120,317 15-minute walked transects were carried out, which equates to
71,950 kilometres walked, or approximately 1.8 mes round the Equator. During 30,079 hours of sampling the presence and abundance of all bird species was noted in those months considered to be ‘winter’ according to the biology of the majority of bird species (15 November-15 February). In addion,
the atlas incorporates data from other bird monitoring programmes carried out by SEO/BirdLife, such
as SACIN, Noctua or Sacre, in which a further 1,600 ornithologists collaborated. The atlas therefore
brings together the work of 2,600 people.
The method employed is that used by modern wildlife atlases. From intensive studies in certain selected representave areas of Spain, and in response to no less than 75 funcon diﬀerent variables: geographical, climatological, descriptors of habitat and land use, landscape and topography, the presence
of bird species has been esmated in the remainder of the country. In its own right, this comparave
framework breaks new ground in the environmental and geographical classiﬁcaon of Spain.
The atlas will from now on be regarded as a key reference point for new ornithological studies and an
essenal tool for the management of protected areas and the conservaon of biodiversity. Furthermore, the recorded changes in short- and long-term distribuon of birds give key clues to the possible
eﬀects of global change and other factors, such as land-use change, farming acvity and other human
pressures.
SEOBirdLife
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E. Lappo, P. Tomkovich & E. Syroechkovskiy, 2012. Atlas of breeding waders in the Russian Arcc
(in Russian with some English summaries). Instute of Geography, Russian Academy of Sciences. 448
pages. ISBN 5-86676-072-Х
Order: Penso, www.penso.net/product.php?p=12706., The prize is 89 €. Contact: ellappo@mail.ru

This Atlas presents a summary and analysis of distribuon of breeding waders in the Russian Arcc,
the region where begin almost all migraon ﬂyways of waders over-wintering on most connents.
The book had as its foundaon an electronic database that contains and analyses breeding and
abundance records of waders collected over 150
years of research, including the mass of informaon collected by the authors themselves. Comprehensive accounts for 51 wader species are
supplied with three maps: the breeding records,
the abundance and an extrapolated breeding
distribuon map. For the ﬁrst me, we idenfy
core (opmum) breeding areas for most wader
species. The introductory chapters address the
queson of geographic boundaries of the Atlas
region, discuss approaches to mapping breeding
distribuon, describe the methodology for surveying breeding waders and compare their results. The
concluding chapter evaluates the historic trends in distribuon and /or abundance of Arcc waders
over the past 150 years. The atlas aims at a broad readership including researchers, biologists and geographers, birdwatchers and employees of wildlife and game management, nature conservaon and
protecon agencies.
The Authors

A.D. Numerov, P.D. Vengerov & O.G. Kiselev, 2013. Атлас гнездящихся птиц города Воронежа (in
Russian: Breeding Birds in the city of Voronezh). Voronezh: Scienﬁc Book. 360 pages.
ISBN 978-5-98222-779-22.
Contact: anumerov@yandex.ru

Voronezh, one of the largest cies in the central part of European Russia (populaon one million, populaon density
1642.7 people/km²), is located 515 km southeast of Moscow
in the ЕТ2 (50×50 km) UTM square. The urbanised area of
the city covers about 590 km². Research for the breeding atlas was carried out from 1998 to 2012 using the standard
methods for atlassing. About 400 observers, both professional ornithologists and volunteers, took part in the project. The inventory took place in the area delimited by the
former boundaries of Voronezh city (189 1×1 km squares). A
total of 128 breeding bird species have been detected, with
conﬁrmed breeding for 112 species and probable breeding
for 16.The majority of the species are Passeriformes (76 species, or 59.4 % of the overall number). The second largest
group are the Charadriiformes (11 species, 8.6 %) and the
third, Piciformes, with 8 species (6.3 %), followed by the Fal64
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coniformes with 6 species (4.7 %). Pelecaniformes, Cuculiformes, Caprimulgiformes, Apodiformes and
Columbiformes are represented by 1-4 species. The most common species in the heavily urbanized
areas are Passer domescus, P. montanus, Columba livia f. domesca, Apus apus, Phoenicurus ochruros and Delichon urbica. A posive populaon trend was noted for 14 species, while 55 are relavely
stable. For 31 species no trend could be detected. A clear negave trend was noted for 19 species. Species densies per 1×1 km squares varied between 0 and 59, with an average of 25. In the urban area (10
squares or 5.3 %), less than 10 breeding species were found. Areas with 10-30 species were the most
common (122 squares, or 64.6 %). In 35 squares (18.5 %) 30-40 species were observed. Green suburb
areas with an abundance of trees show the highest numbers with more than 40 species per square.
Numbers of breeding territories per square vary between 0-1 and 1336 pairs, with 22% containing
more than 600 pairs and 65% between 200-600. The average number of breeding pairs per square is
451.7±16.9.
A. Numerov
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Conference dedicated to the 180th anniversary of the Botanical and Zoological
Departments at the Taras Shevchenko Naonal University of Kiev

A conference dedicated to the 180th anniversary of the Botanical and Zoological Departments at the
Taras Shevchenko Naonal University of Kiev, Ukraine, will be held in Kiev during the second half of
September 2014. Among various topics a round table on the preliminary results of the White Stork
Census Project in Europe is planned. People interested to aend the conference please send your contribuon to bcssu2@gmail.com. Further details will be available in Spring 2014.
Prof. Valenn Serebryakov, Organizing Commiee Member
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Your text in the next issue?
Bird Census is meant as a forum for everybody involved in bird census, monitoring and atlas studies.
Therefore we invite you to use it for publishing arcles and short reviews on your own acvies within
this ﬁeld such as (preliminary) results of a regional or naonal atlas or a monitoring scheme, speciesspeciﬁc inventories, reviews or acvity news of your country (as a delegate: see also below).

Instrucons to authors
– Text in MS-Word.
– Author name should be with full ﬁrst name. Add address and email address.
– Add short abstract (max 100 words).
– Figures, pictures and tables should not be incorporated in the text but aached as separate ﬁles.
– Provide illustraons and ﬁgures both in colour.
– The length of the papers is not ﬁxed but should preferably not exceed more than 15 pages A4 (including tables and ﬁgures), font size 12 pt, line spacing single (ﬁgures and tables included).
– Authors will receive proofs that must be corrected and returned as soon as possible.
– Authors will receive a pdf-ﬁle of their paper.
– References in the text: Aunins (2009), Barova (1990a, 2003), Gregory & Foppen (1999), Flade et al.
(2006), (Chylarecki 2008), (Buckland, Anderson & Laake 2001).
– References in the list: Gregory, R.D. & Greenwood, J.J.D. 2008. Counng common birds. In: A Best
Pracce Guide for Wild Bird Monitoring Schemes (eds. P. Voříšek, A. Klvaňová, S. Woon & R.D.
Gregory), CSO/RSPB, Czech Republic; Herrando, S., Brotons, L., Estrada, J. & V, Pedrocchi, V. 2008.
The Catalan Common bird survey (SOCC): a tool to esmate species populaon numbers. Revista
Catalana d’Ornitología, 24: 138-146.

Send contribuons in digital format by email to: anny.anselin@inbo.be
Naonal delegates are also invited to send a summary of the status of monitoring and atlas work for
publicaon on the website of EBCC, see www.ebcc.info/country.html.
Contact: David Noble, Brish Trust for Ornithology, The Nunnery, The\ord, Norfolk IP24 2PU, United
Kingdom, tel: +44 1842 750050, email: david.noble@bto.org
Please send short naonal news for the Delegates Newsleer to EBCC's Delegates Oﬃcer:
Oskars Keišs, Laboratory of Ornithology, Instute of Biology University of Latvia, Miera iela 3, LV-2169
Salaspils, Latvia, tel: +371 6794 5393, email: oskars.keiss@lu.lv

